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Hamlet introduces a new CompactFlash® GPS card that allows your PDA to
have a satellite receiver (of) up to 12 channels .The new Hamlet card is the ideal
solution for travelling and walking everywhere, easy to carry and Low Power
consumption.
Taipei, Taiwan, 8th July 2004 – Hamlet, one of the leader brand in the Solutions
Market for Connectivity and Networking, extends further its accessories’ line with
the “mobility” offer, such as HCFNAVI, the new CompactFlash® (CF) GPS,
which allows your PDA to become a very professional and real satellite receiver
up to 12 channels at the same time.
GPS card by Hamlet is very easy to use and practical to carry , it has to be
inserted in the appropriate PDA CompactFlash® slot, or by using an optional
PCMCIA adapter, in the notebook. The new GPS CompactFlash® by Hamlet,
thanks to the GPS Technology , is able to show accurate positioning and to
calculate precise Movement Speed , through very clear graphics.
The HCFNAVI compatible with all navigator software, transforms your PDA in a
real satellite navigator, allowing you to choose your favourite mapping system.
The integrated antenna, NMEA Protocol Support and the real precise Positioning
System, make this GPS CompactFlash® by Hamlet, together with a PDA, an
efficient and helpful satellite navigator for anyone who’s driving, or even during
trekking trips in the mountains.
Additionally, in the packaging It’s included a 1,5 MT cable, particularly useful,
when in the car or in any closed environment.

The Low Power Consumption is an important aspect of the new GPS
CompactFlash® , with parameters under 20 mA in standby mode and around 85
mA in normal mode, which allows to use the navigator for many hours without
affecting the PDA OR Notebook autonomy.
The lightning LED makes sure that the card is functioning correctly.
Features :
- CF type I
- GPS Function
- Compatible with PDA and Notebook
- 12 channels
- integrated GPS antenna
- included GPS additional external antenna
- NMEA Protocol Support
- Acquisition times : Hot start < 3 secondi, Warm start ~ 36 secondi, Cold start
~ 45 secondi con antenna attiva
- Functioning LED
- Power consumption: standby <20 mA, normal mode 85 mA, trickle power
mode ~38 mA
- Supported S.O.: Win 95/98/ME/2000/XP/CE, Pocket PC
- Dimensions: 94x42,8x11 mm
- FCC Certificates class B, CE class B
GPS CompactFlash® by Hamlet is available to final users at 159,00 Euro
inclusive of VAT .
For further information on Hamlet products , it’s possible to visit the Web site
www.hamletcom.com
Hamlet is the leader brand in the Solutions production for Connectivity and
Networking. Hamlet products distribution started in 1995. Outstanding in the
market for the highest technological standard and the best reliability, Hamlet
recently added further consumer products, such as flash memories, DVD
Players, Pen Drives and other accessories, to the traditional range of analogical
modem, ISDN, ADSL, PCMCIA cards and networking solutions, all recognized
under the Exagerate by Hamlet brand.

